The easy proof of the following lemma belies its importance for 46 J. D. DEPREE AND H. S. KLEIN the situation described in it is typical of collectively compact sets of operators; i.e., they can always be factored as in Theorem 1. Proof. Let V be a O-neighborhood in Z such that K{V) is compact. Since the family ^V is equicontinuous, there is a 0-neighborhood U in Xsuch that ^K(U) g V. Thus ΈJpΊJT) £ K(V). It follows that K^V is collectively compact. THEOREM 
Let J^ £ [X, Y] be such that there exists a O-neighborhood U in X with the closure of the balanced convex hull of ^(U) compact in Y. Then there exist ( a ) a Banach space Z, (b) an equicontinuous collection y^ £ [X, Z\, and ( c) a compact operator Ke [Z, Y] such that ^ = KN.
Proof. The following proof is based upon the construction of an auxiliary normed space.
Let the set C be the closure of the balanced convex hull of~{ U) and Z the span of C in Y. Since C is balanced and convex, Z = (J~=i n C an d C is absorbing in Z. Hence p, the Minkowski functional of C, is defined on Z.
If (Z, p} denotes the set Z endowed with the topology generated by p, then let K: (Z, p) -> Y be the natural injection which maps a point z e Z to the same point z considered as an element of Y. K is a compact operator since C, the unit ball of Z, is compact in Y. In particular, K is continuous and the p-topology on Z is stronger than the Hausdorίf relative topology on Z. So (Z, p) is Hausdorff and Z is a normed linear space.
Let {z n } be a Cauchy sequence in (Z, p). Since {z n } is a bounded subset of (Z f p) and if is a compact operator, {K(z n )} is a Cauchy sequence with {K(z n )} compact in Y. So there exists ayeY such that lim % iΓ(2j = ?/. For a > 0, choose £ such that n, m^l implies that p(z n -z m ) ^ a. For these n and m, £" -z m is an element of aC. In Y, C is a closed set and # = Urn,, z n . So y -z m is an element of aC for m^l.
We see that |/e^ and that p(y -z m ) ^ a for m ^ I. It follows that <^, p} is a Banach space.
Let xeX and Γe JF'. Since 0-neighborhoods are absorbing and U is such a neighborhood in X, there exists an a > 0 such that x G a U. [6, p. 416] states that if ^(Xi) is relatively compact, then so is the balanced convex hull of ^-(X 1 ). Apply Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3.
For Te [X, F] , let T* e [Y* 9 X*] denote the adjoint of T. While Schauder's theorem implies that the adjoint of a compact operator is compact, the following example shows that this phenomenon has no generalization for collectively compact sets of operators. This example will also serve as an illustration for the results of the remainder of this paper. χ , e»)e le The set {T n :n ^ 1} is collectively compact since UL ^(XO is a bounded subset of the finite dimensional subspace generated by e t .
However, the collection of ad joints {T*} is not collectively compact Let J x and J y denote the natural injections of X into X** and Y into Y**, respectively. Note that ^ = J^^**J 9 -(J?&>*)(L*J 9 ). Let iΓ = L*/,,. Then ίC is a compact operator mapping X into TF*.
Since J^ is an isometry and ^* is equicontinuous, it follows that S? = J^1^5* is an equicontinuous subset of [W*, F] such that A description of the bounded weak-star topology of a Banach space Y is given in [6, pages 427-430] . The feature of the bounded weak-star topology that will be of interest to us is the equivalence of parts (i) and (ii) of the following theorem. (ii) There exists a sequence {y n } £ Y such that lim n \\y n \\ = 0 and {y* G7*:| <J/*, y n ) \ <; 1 for each n) is a subset of U. Of course, statement (ii) may be rephrased in the form: There is a sequence {y n } £ Y converging to 0 in norm such that the polar of {y n } is a subset of U. Proof, (a) implies (b). If &~ is collectively compact, Lemma 2.1 implies that there exists a Banach space Z and a factorization of J^, which, after taking adjoints, is of the form:
(1) j^* -^r*^*. [7, p. 141] , the polar of the left-hand side of (4) is the closure of the balanced convex hull of {y n }. Since \\^*(y*)\\ ^ 1, implies that ||2/*(J^(Xi))|| ^ 1, the polar of the right-hand of (4) contains (e) implies (a). The set {y n } is compact. Therefore, the closure of the balanced convex hull of {y n } is also compact.
The following corollary was first proved by Palmer [8] . A new and simpler proof is given below. COROLLARY 2.6. Let &~ g \χ 9 
γ] m if (a) F is collectively compact, and if (b) for each y* e Y*, ^~*(y*) is totally bounded in the norm topology of X*, then &~ is totally bounded in [X, Y].
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, (a) implies that if we consider ^~* as a set of mappings between <Fi*, weak*) and <X*, norm), then <^~* is equicontinuous with respect to these topologies. Since <F*, weak*) is a compact topological space, (b) together with the Ascoli theorem [7, p. 81] (5) Γ*: <Γ*, weak*) > <X*, norm) is continuous. Considered as a collection of mappings between the topological spaces of (5), ^Y** must be equicontinuous. By Theorem 2.5, Λ" is collectively compact.
In order to extend the range of application of Corollary 2.6, the following theorem is stated. Proof. Since lim, || S n -V n \\ = 0, lim % || S; -F* || = 0. Let y* G y* and ε > 0 be given. Choose an integer N such that (6) \\S;(y*)-V;(v*)\\t*eβ for n^N.
<9**(y*) is totally bounded and consequently has a finite ε/3-net. The inequality (6) then implies that {F*0/*): n ^ N} has a finite ε-net. Since the excluded points are finite in number and ε > 0 is arbitrary, the set {V%(y*):n^> 1} is totally bounded. By Corollary 2.6, {V n :n^l} is a totally bounded subset of [X, Γ] . However, lim % || S n -V n || = 0. By using an argument similar to the one above, it follows that Sf is a totally bounded subset of [X, Y\. Then C = {x: \ (x, e n )\£l for each ri) and C is the polar of {e n }. C is not a bounded weak* neighborhood of 0, since if it were, the Bipolar Theorem would then imply that the orthonormal basis {e n } is a compact subset of l 2 . Since l 2 is a Hubert space, one can view {T n } as the adjoint of the collection {Γ*}. Theorem 2.5, part (d) , implies that {T*} g [l 2 , Q is not collectively compact. In particular, an explicit calculation of the adjoints is unnecessary in determining whether or not {T*} is collectively compact. The next theorem shows that it is unnecessary to calculate the adjoints even when the operators involved are acting on arbitrary Banach spaces. : (χ** 9 weak*) -» <F**, norm) is equicontinuous at the origin. If J denotes the natural injection of X into X**, (c) implies that ( 7) JT**: <J(XJ, weak*) > <Γ**, norm)
is equicontinuous at the origin. Let V be a 0-neighborhood in the norm topology of F**. Choose a 0-neighborhood U such that U g V, where the bar denotes CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COLLECTIVELY COMPACT SETS 53 closure in the norm topology of F**. By (8) , choose W 9 a 0-neighborhood in the weak-star topology of X**, such that (8) ^**(J(XdnW)S U.
Let T** be an element of ^r** and x**eXf* Π W. Since J(X t ) is weak-star dense in X** f it is possible to choose a net {x a } S Xι such that the w τ eak-star limit of [J{X a )} is £**. {«/(&«)} is eventually in W since x**e W. Therefore, {T** (J(x a ) )} is eventually in U, by (8) . Since T** is^a compact operator, || T**(x**)-T** (J(x a ) ) || -0. Hence y **(£**) G jr/g ^ So in addition to (8) ,
In order to indicate how some previous results in the theory of collectively compact operators follow from our results, we prove the following lemma. 
